Registering Edge Codes with Reports NSF Has Not Previously Received

After a manufacturer has completed testing at either:

1. A lab other than NSF
   OR

2. NSF, but chooses not to use the Test Request Form to immediately start registration after testing is complete

Then before registration can occur NSF must granted the power to receive the test report directly from the testing lab. NSF will assess and the new report and use it for registration. The process to begin registering edge codes using those new reports is:

1. Manufacturer completes the Authorization & Edge Code Information Form. This gives NSF the power to request the report from the lab and the edge codes to be registered.

2A. NSF requests the test reports from the third-party lab.

2B. NSF reviews the submitted Form to ensure edge codes to be registered are available & acceptable.

3. NSF reviews test results compared to the California & Washington requirements.

4. NSF submits self-certification form to Manufacturer with new edge codes.

5. Manufacturer completes/signs self-certification form and submits it to FrictionMaterial@nsf.org.

6. NSF finishes the registration process and publicly posts the required information.